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Discover the latest techniques in IV starts, intravenous cannulation, and venipuncture sticks!Are you

an RN, EMT, medical student, or other medical professional looking to make IV injections easier

and more efficient? Do you work with difficult patients who are scared of IV injections and make

getting them A LOT more difficult? Are you having trouble with hard-to-find veins, finding the right

equipment, or avoidingâ€”and resolvingâ€”IV mistakes that could be fatal?In this book youâ€™ll learn

the best strategies for performing IV starts safely. Youâ€™ll discover exactly what gauges to use

and when to use them, exactly which vein to pick, and how to properly perform an IV insertion.

Youâ€™ll also be shown what techniques NOT to follow, plus different techniques for different body

styles (like the very un-fun task of performing IVâ€™s on obese patients) In This book youâ€™ll also

discover:How to prepare your IV tubingWhat size gauge to use depending on your patientWhen to

use small catheters and when to use big onesWhat to do when your IV gets no blood returnHow to

avoid causing scar tissue in your patientHow to lower your patientsâ€™ risk of infectionsâ€”and how

to spot infections before they developHow to place an IV when your patient has phlebitisHow to

avoid electrolyte imbalances in your patientAlternatives to IVâ€™s for patients who just donâ€™t

respond well to themHow to perform intravenous cannulationHow to perform a venipuncture stick

and how itâ€™s different than just placing an IVStrategies for keeping babies and infants calm

during an injectionDeep insights into vein anatomyAnd much, much moreâ€¦Curious to learn

more?Download your copy of â€œIV Starts: Up-to-date Guide on Quickly Mastering IV Starts for

Nurses and Paramedicsâ€• and learn the exact strategies and techniques to perform IV starts faster

and more effectively.
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A long time ago in a galaxy far away I was in the military service (it has been almost 20 years), and

I've learned there how to use an IV and what procedures I should take in case of emergency in the

field or in the base. It was a really good referesher course in this guide, the steps are detailed and

clear, and it's real easy to understand.The only thing missing for me are images or diagrams to

show the exact locations or the exact placements of the different equipment types in the steps. I

think with a little black and white images, or simple colored images would make a world of difference

(attached an image example).Overall the book was simple and clear and that's exactly what a guide

like this should be like!

This is nothing more than the rambling notes of someone, who knows who as there's no author or

publisher listed. Between the typos and the simply WRONG info, there's nothing here for the

practitioner. 25 year RN and I teach a 30 hr IV course. This is a waste of time and money. What's

worse, some info is errant.

I am a coward in terms of needles. I really hate it. I got this book just to check out something. I got

what I need and I found this book as a great guide for nurses. I may not able to appreciate it more

because this is personally not in my line but I the fact that I got what I need here is something that I

can guarantee you that this book is really helpful and detailed.

Got this for my nephew and he's satisfied with it. It's comprehensive enough and he has started

reading it to prepare himself for the test they'll be having four days from now. He said he has gotten

many handy insights especially on the mistakes to avoid section. So happy to know that I was able

to help him through this book, in my own simple way.



Very pleased with the amount of information I got from this. I worked for a year as an orderly in a

small hospital, but I consider that hardly a medical background, so IÃ¢Â€Â™m glad I still was able to

grasp the more technical aspects of this book. Very easy to understand and really useful information

especially during emergencies. Most of all, IÃ¢Â€Â™m delighted I no longer have to go to the clinic

and pay hundreds of dollarsÃ¢Â€Â™ worth for my allergy injections. Made me more confident about

administering them myself.

My cousin will be starting on his 1st year in Nursing school and I thought of something of a

reference book that would be of use for him. I made a quick read on this, though I'm not associated

with any medical practices but I find this book to be a very comprehensive module in learning such.

The topic is well explicated in a simple easy to understand way. I definitely know that this will be a

great reference to people into medical practice. Worth recommending!

This is one of the best book I have read so far. This book is worth more than its price. Very well

written book and indeed very helpful. The author explains and layout the whole thing step-by-step in

easy to understand language that everybody will understand. The author has put extra efforts in

writing such a masterpiece. I appreciate the author's efforts for producing such a high quality book

on the topic. I highly recommend this book to everyone.

It definately had a lot more info than my textbook or anything else I've seen and was much easier to

understand. The step by step instructions were great and I liked how multiple methods and different

techniques were explained so you're not stuck with just one way of doing things. One of the charts

at the end flowed off the page but maybe that was just my device, everything else was clear.
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